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We will still be offering great sales 
and service and would love to 
do a demo with any of our new 
equipment for you. CMC are 
considered the most durable 
spider lift on the market, with some 
very special features for any tight 
access job you may be performing.

Angry Ant Loaders as you will see 
from prices in this edition offers 
any business or operator a great 
versatile low cost machine, and 
being winter and time to cut wood 
see the specials in this edition for 
the Timberwolf Log Splitters. 
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How did you begin working at GMS: 
After a long term business relationship with Rayco 
Equipment selling them extended warranties for their 
machines, I wanted to become a part of the team, 
knowing they sold quality brands I thought it would be 
a great opportunity for me.

What’s your position at GMS: CMC Spider Lift & 
Angry Ant Sales Specialist.

What’s your favourite machine at the moment: 
CMC19 Spider Lift, it’s a great size and represents 
good value for money.

What is your approach to business: 
That you only get out what you put in! Always 
persevere!

What are your hobbies and interests outside of 
work: Motorsport, Home brewing Beer, spending time 
with my family and friends

Do you have a nickname: Rowee

Who do you get told you look like: Hondo 

Favourite movie of all time: Crocodile Dundee 

Favourite food: Chicken Parmigiana  

Any funny job related stories: I’m scared of heights 
but love working with the spider lifts! 
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RAYCO RC 20XP Diesel Wood Chipper, 
1655 Hours, $59,900 including GST.

AUSTCHIP 225 Diesel Wood Chipper, 9” 
chipping capacity, $16,900 including GST.

RAYCO RH 1754-240 HP Horizontal  
Grinder, Ex-Demo, $249,900 including GST.

RAYCO RG 70 Self Propelled Stump Cutter, 
12 month warranty $59,900 including GST.

RAYCO RG 1635 Self Propelled Stump 
Cutter, 850 hours $13,750 including GST.

AVANT 528 LOADER Ex-Rental, 
230 hours, $41,800 including GST.

used equipment
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& ANGRY ANT LOADERS

Hi and welcome to our new newsletter under the new name 
Global Machinery Sales. Rayco’s range of  Equipment will still be our number 
one item, having moved into new lines with our Angry Ant Mini Loaders and 
CMC Aerial Platforms we felt we needed a more generic name.

VERMEER BC1500 Diesel Wood Chipper, 
1468 Hours, $34,900 including GST.

VERMEER SC252 stump grinder,
1008 hours, $8,900  including GST.

AGTRAK Stumpmaster Series 2, 20hp 
Kohler engine, $8,500 including GST.

RAYCO RC12 Wood Chipper, excellent 
condition, $29,900 including GST.

MONITOR 18.90 Spider Lift, Ex-Demo, 
with trailer $85,000 including GST.

CARLTON 4400D Stump Cutter, Starts, 
runs, as traded, $8,900 including GST.



RAYCO 1220G  
12“ WOOD CHIPPER
SPECIAL PRICE 

$49,900
inc GST or  

$229 per week  
to approved clients

When you want a lightweight, 12-inch brush 
chipper at an economical price, you don’t have 
to sacrifice performance. The RC1220G is the 
solution. The RC1220G features a powerful feed 
system, using a planetary drive motor to power 
the feed wheel for years of dependable service 
with very little maintenance. To reduce trimming, 
the throat opening is 20” wide all the way 
through to the drum, eliminating neck-downs 
behind the feed wheel. The feed wheel itself is 
20” in diameter, allowing it to climb over limbs 
and logs easier than competitors’ smaller feed 

wheels. Rayco’s X-Charge discharge system 
packs chips tight and helps to prevent plugging. 
To reduce maintenance costs, traditional 
clutches are eliminated. The drum engagement 
comes via a reliable belt-tensioning PTO. Drive 
belts can be accessed easily, without tools 
to save maintenance time. The lighter weight 
of the RC1220G also makes it well suited for 
towing, reducing loads and using less fuel in the 
tow vehicle. The RC1220G offers performance 
and labor saving features in a package that can 
fit almost any budget.

Their slewing ring pivot design eliminates the 
maintenance associated with pin style pivots 
and allows the machine to achieve maximum 
cutting depth across the entire width of the 
cut. A swing-out control station provides 

visibility while cutting and swings in-line for 
travel through gates. The 35hp model RG35 
also features two speed ground travel and a 
hydraulic backfill blade. Optional dual wheels 
provide a wider stance for operation on slopes.

RG35 & RG27 
The best little 
stump cutters 

in town
Rayco’s next generation Super 
Jr is here! The new RG27 
(27hp) and RG35 (35hp)
Super Jr stump cutters bring 
revolutionary design changes 
to the ever popular Super Jr. 

These machines are 
designed to give wider cutting 
dimensions, lower centre of 
gravity, more traction and 
floatation, and better visibility 
while cutting.

We had the pleasure of being in 
Vegas in March and went to Con Expo 
and visited the Rayco stand, this is 
predominantly a big machine show and 
was great to see Rayco’s new line of 
Forestry Mowers and their new Super 
Crawler Trucks. Opposite is a picture of 
the new C100R with rubber tracks, and 
a new Crawler Truck.  If you ever have 
four days to kill and want an excuse to 
go to Vegas , Con Expo is great to look 
at a vast array of machinery. 

Con Expo Las Vegas 2014

ANGRY ANT LOADERS 
Strong, compact and versatile
from $29,990 including GST

Global Machinery Sales are excited to introduce Angry Ant 
Loaders to the Australian market. No longer do you have to pay 
high prices for similar European models. 

With Kubota and Perkins diesel motors, fitted with Italian and 
European hydraulic components, these machines offer great 
value for money. The flexibility of various attachments, augers, 
trenchers, log grapples, pallet forks, pot grabber and Leveller, 

it’s perfect as the all round versatile machine. With great finance 
packages available to approved customers, our 620 model could 
be yours From $139.00 per week & the 840 model from $185.00 
per week. 

Both models come with a three year warranty, mention the 
Global Insider and we will throw in a free 4 in 1 bucket. 
Call us now on 1300 072 926 for more information.

TIMBERWOLF  
LOG SPLITTER  

SALE  
All must go!  
All reasonable  
offers considered!

ALL CMC LIFTS 

4.99 % 
FINANCE 
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And it came out that door.

Seeing if our new 
man on the job 
was scared of 
heights! 


